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Shoshi is an Empowerment Mentor, Menstrual
cycle educator, Certified CONSCIOUSNESS
COACH™️, and Holistic Health Coach.
Their work is centered around balancing the
feminine and masculine principles and breaking
the stigma around all things menstruation and
womb health, to emotional empowerment and
pleasure.

Welcome

MORE
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ABOUT US
Our mission is to help women understand their behaviour,
emotions, triggers, and trauma on a deeper, more intimate
level, so that they can live a vibrant life of inner freedom
and authenticity, full of pleasure, power and purpose.
Up-levelling in these areas brings you into a deeper
connection with yourself and heals the sister wound. The
essence of this work is death and rebirth. It is a
metamorphosis of the soul and an unshakeable knowing of
who you are.
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We are dedicated to creating a safe and nurturing
space where each individual feels valued. The main
intention of this work is for everyone to feel
supported and free to be their most authentic self.

These teachings show women how to apply ancient
feminine knowledge paired with the reclamation of
feminine energy to live a life in alignment with their
native essence. Some core concepts we explore are
self-love, pleasure, womb health, reconnecting to our
bodies, understanding our triggers on a deeper level,
healing our imprints, and many more.

By implementing and embodying these teachings
into our lives, the ripple of impact will shift outdated
identities and ancestral lines. Society's taboo around
feminine energy and sexuality will be dispelled and
future generations will be able to live openly free
from the burden of shame.
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OUR
PURPOSE

In a world where women often feel inadequate in their
bodies and their power, we believe that every woman
has the power to fully embrace her beautiful, creative,
and confident self.
The purpose of these practices is to help women
channel their feminine power and embody their true
essence, through reconnecting to the wisdom of their
sacred bodies, cycles, and wombs. This work fuses
feminine principles, practices, and inner guidance tools
that seamlessly blend ancient spiritual wisdom with
modern-day life.
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WHAT
WE DO

Through intimate one on one guided mentorship,
workshops and group programmes, the foundational
pieces of these offers, light the path of spiritual
awakening and give permission to a more authentic
way of living.
If you are craving more from your life and seek a
deeper and more meaningful connection of self
discovery, this may be your most important journey so
far. The one that leads you back home to your own
divine wisdom, so that you can live an authentic life
full of pleasure, power and purpose.
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ABOUT SHOSHANA SADIA/FEMININE FLOW

Shoshana Sadia is an Women’s Empowerment Mentor, Menstrual cycle educator, Certified
CONSCIOUSNESS COACH™️, and Holistic Health Coach that guides women back home to the wisdom of
their sacred bodies, cycles, and wombs.
The flavour of this work utilises specific feminine principles, practices, and tools that seamlessly blend
ancient spiritual wisdom with modern-day life.
We are dedicated to helping women discover their fullest potential and live an abundant and vibrant life.
We believe that every woman has the power to dive deep into her body, sexuality, and pleasure and work
towards self-healing and greater spiritual knowledge.
Through intimate one on one guided mentorship, workshops and group programmes we help women
embark on a journey of self-love and soul learning.
These practices remind us of the important role self-discovery and self-understanding hold in our spiritual
awakening.
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We value and prioritize creating a safe and inclusive space for
people of all gender identities, sexual orientations, ethnicities,
national origins, neurodiversity, financial means and
education. We cherish the diversity of humanity and strive to
create an environment where all can feel safe, valued & cared
for.

We are committed to harnessing an inclusive environment
that honours and represents diversity for the LGBTQI
community, black people, indigenous people & people of
colour.

CORE VALUES
As a mixed-race, cisgender, healthy, neurotypical,
woman and, therefore, I acknowledge my privileges.

We want to acknowledge that my work takes place on the
stolen and occupied lands of the Wurrundjeri people of the
Kulin Nation. I pay my respects to their ancestors’ past,
present, and emerging, and to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander People of these lands.
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EXPERIENCE AND
CREDENTIALS

Shoshana Sadia:
✦ Women's Empowerment Mentor

With a background in health, nutrition, movement & detox, and
holistic work, I am determined to help women embrace feminine
wisdom & live a life in alignment with their native essence.

✦ Menstrual cycle educator
✦ Certified CONSCIOUSNESS COACH™️
✦ Certified Holistic Health Coach

My journey to becoming a Women’s Empowerment Mentor was
not an easy one but it transformed into the most rewarding and
freeing experience. I faced my fears and my trauma head-on and I
let my body be my greatest teacher. I became familiar with parts of
myself I didn’t know existed. With the help of Inner work and
emotional mastery, I was able to find my way back to myself and
the feminine essence we all carry within ourselves.
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OUR MISSION & VISION
Our work is centred around breaking the stigma and taboo around menstruation,
sexuality, pleasure and womb health. We aim to heal the sisterhood wound and
subsequently bypass any shame or trauma to future generations.
Our mission is to help women understand themselves on a deeper level through their
behaviour, traumas and triggers. This flavour of work shifts internal state changes and
helps women set themselves free of external expectations and beliefs (society, culture,
family) to live freely and openly.
The ripple of impact is profound, transforming outdated identities and ancestral lines,
influencing society and the planet by releasing a lot of the toxic patriarchal narratives
and old paradigm approaches to life. These approaches are ultra-masculine in their
energy and are ultimately harming people and the planet in the process.
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SPECIALITY/AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Feminine Rites of passage

Embodiment & movement

Reconnecting to our bodies &

Masculine & feminine

pleasure

dynamics/energies

Healing the sisterhood wound

Understanding our behaviour, patterns,
imprints and triggers on a deeper level

Being free of cultural and family
expectations and beliefs that limit
our lives
Self-compassion through
understanding one's patterns,
energy & triggers

Body confidence & self-love
Sexuality & sensuality

Breaking the stigma around
menstruation, sexuality, pleasure &
womb health.

Embodiment, mindset & inner
beliefs
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THE PROCESS AND FRAMEWORK

1

Getting to know you (Our first
session together, is a space for
you to let me know what is on
your heart. I will be actively
listening and taking note on
what the next best steps are
for your intentions)

2

3

Understanding your emotional
blockages and imprints/
challenges, and concerns. (This
is a process where we gently
unravel what is happening
mentally, emotionally and
physically within the body.
Thoughts- feelings- behaviouractions)

Working together on overcoming
and clearing them through
mindset shifting, rewiring limiting
beliefs, clearing resistance, somatic
movement, daily habits, and
embodiment practices. (The juicy
part of the process, where we enter
the realm of the body (Soma) and
feel where the limiting beliefs,
shadows and fears lie. We dialogue
with the body moment to moment
to reveal the truth of the situation
and then rewrite new empowering
beliefs internally.)

4

Exploring topics of rituals,
nutrition, pleasure practices,
and cycle-based self-care. (I
intuitively create self-care
practices and rituals that are
unique for you.)
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SERVICES & PRODUCTS

MENTORING

WOMB
RECLAMATION

WORKSHOPS

COURSES

DIGITAL PRODUCTS- WORKBOOKS,
GUIDES, RECIPES & MORE

I promise to help you find your
way back home to your body,
intuition, sexuality, emotions,
and womb wisdom. I promise
to listen without judgment or
prejudice. To nurture the
feminine essence and inspire
positive changes.
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THE MYSTERY AND

MY WORK

blog posts
My blog or “soul journal”, as I like to call it, is
where I share more of my thoughts and
teachings about all things feminine and
spiritual. Here are some of the topics I explore:

FOR US”

RITUAL

MY WORK

podcasts
Tune in to the ”I BLEED” podcast where I talk
about how we can optimise our life by
connecting more to our cycle.

" I BLEED" PODCAST

MY WORK

Workshops
ONLINE

IN PERSON

Cycle Magick (6-week live immersion)

Love Your Cycle

An online immersion that covers the why, how and embodied practices
relating to spirituality, mindset, self compassion, nutrition and energetics
of the menstrual cycle with live coaching and Q and A

A deep dive masterclass that explores what menstrual awareness is, how
to sync your life with your cycles, why it's so important and what traps
we can fall into when we are unaware of aligning our life to our cycle.

Love Your Cycle (5-week self-study course)

Womb Wisdom

An online immersion that covers the why, how and embodied practices

Reclaiming your relationship with your womb is one of the most
powerful initiations you can experience. The Womb is the centre of our

relating to spirituality, mindset, self compassion, nutrition and energetics
of the menstrual cycle.

Menstrual literacy (masterclass)

being and our connection to this space determines how we perceive
ourselves and others. Unfortunately we can unconsciously store unfelt
painful experiences here. Dive deep into the energetics, shadow,

A deep dive masterclass that explores what menstrual awareness is,
how to sync your life with your cycles, why it's so important and what
traps we can fall into when we are unaware of aligning our life to our

ancestral and physical components of the womb.

cycle.

Decode the unintegrated aspects of the feminine energy and discover

The Shadow Of The Feminine
how toxic patriarchy has infiltrated our society.

MY WORK

Interviews and guest speaking
TAKE A LOOK AT MY INTERVIEW WITH
VALERIA WHERE WE DISCUSS HOLISTIC
MENSTRUAL CYCLE WELLNESS. WE DIVE INTO
TOPICS LIKE:

The strengths and gifts of being a cyclical being
Moontime rituals
The power of syncing our lifestyle with our cycle
High-vibration foods that support our hormones
Tips for supporting our body and hormones
In my interview with Allie Mcfee, we talk about herbs and potions
that support us during our cycle.
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WAYS TO WORK
WITH ME
If you feel like something is missing from your life and you
are just not sure what that is, or how to change it:

LET’S GET IN TOUCH AND HEAL TOGETHER!
Visit www.shoshanasadia.com for more information about
Shoshi and her mentoring, workshops, and courses. On her
blog, you will learn more about her teachings and practices,
her favourite recipes, and natural remedies.
For special inquiries write to: shoshi@shoshanasadia.com
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STAY IN TOUCH

FACEBOOK

/SHOSHANA_SADIA

PINTEREST

